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STOCK, CUSTOM AND EXCLUSIVE ACID-ETCHED PATTERNS NOW AVAILABLE
WITH THE WALKER TEXTUES™ NUANCE PRODUCT LINE

Montreal, April 9, 2008 – Walker Glass is pleased to launch its new patterned acid-etched
glass and mirror product line called Walker Textures™ Nuance. The patterns feature a
distinctive “two-tone” acid-etched finish combination which provides a great visual and textural
effect, due to the depth variation of the design. The initial program includes stock patterns and
has the flexibility to offer custom and/or exclusive patterns based on the project or client
.
needs.
Ross Christie V-P Sales & Marketing says "Nuance adds another dimension to Walker’s ability
to keep our clients on the leading edge in decorative glass. Patterns are an exciting extension
to the full-sheet line. There is a great opportunity for our clients to even develop their own
exclusive designs.”
The Walker Textues™ Nuance products are available in glass and mirror in a wide variety of
colours such as: clear, bronze, grey, black, green, blue and Starphire ultra-clear glass by PPG.
Using North American float glass, the standard size is 96”x130” offered in a range of
thicknesses from 3 MM to 19 MM in glass and 3 MM to 6 MM in mirror.
For additional information regarding this new product line and/or to request a sample kit,
please visit www.walkerglass.com/patterned-acid-etched-glass.html.
Walker Glass Co. Ltd. is a dynamic market-driven enterprise with over 65 years of experience
in the glass industry in North America. In 2003, the company launched its full surface acidetched glass and mirror manufacturing capabilities. It remains the only such plant in North
America dedicated to the architectural glass market. The full surface acid-etched products are
marketed under the Walker Textures™ brand name.
For more information contact Marc Deschamps, Business Development Manager at
1-888-320-3030 or via email at marc@walkerglass.com.
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